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Pedestrian Injury Risks

• Pedestrians are unprotected and vulnerable to high energy impact

• Children, elderly and intoxicated pedestrians at highest risk

• Can be distracted by devices, stress, daydreaming, inattention..



Pedestrians at risk
Midland Pedestrian Study, NZ. Amey and Christey, 2019

• 461 admissions: all ages and severities admitted; urban and rural

• Place: street/road=64% ; home=11.9%; footpath=8.5%; Outdoors 5.2%

• Maori/non-Maori RR = 1.56

• 80% caused by collision with a vehicle

• 2.4% caused by collision with bicycle

• Shared space pressure and driver error appear to be prominent



Distracted walkers:

• Walk more slowly

• Change direction more often

• Look around less frequently

• Have longer reaction times

• Are more likely to cross even when the signal says not to cross

• Spend less time looking at traffic before and while crossing

• Take longer to cross and miss more opportunities to cross

• Are more likely to step in front of traffic at unsafe times.



Distracting mobile technology

1) Draws resources from 4 
domains

• Visual (eyes off the road)

• Cognitive (mind off the road) 

• Manual (hands off the wheel) 

• Aural (Listening off the road)

2) Multitasking increases exposure 
opportunity

3)  Visual and cognitive are the key 
domains affected in pedestrians 
[Stavrinos, Pope, et al, 2017]

https://srcd-onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.surgeons.org/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Stavrinos%2C+Despina
https://srcd-onlinelibrary-wiley-com.ezproxy.surgeons.org/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Pope%2C+Caitlin+N




Bellevue Hospital Study (Dultz et al, 2013)

• 1075 pedestrians via ED
• 7.7% using electronic device at time of crash (10.4% if age 7-17)

• 4.1% music/movie devices

• 3.5% mobile phones

• 0.1% handheld games



University of Washington Distracted Pedestrian Study, 2014

• 1102 pedestrians observed crossing 20 high risk intersections
• 30% performing a ’distracting activity’

• 11.2% wearing headphones 

• 6.2% talking on mobile phone

• 7.3% texting or looking at phone

• People looking at phones..
• took 18% longer to cross 

• were 4 times more likely to disobey signals or not look both ways



Hobart Pedestrian Crossing Study

• 16,032 pedestrians

• 12.4% using mobile phones
• 5.5% headphones on

• 4.6% reading or typing

• 2.3% talking



Pedestrian self-reported exposure to distraction 
by smart phones while walking and crossing the 
road
Williamson A, Lennon A. CARRS, QUT 2015

• Smart phone use for potentially distracting activities while walking 
and while crossing the road was high, especially among 18-30 year 
olds. Of this group:
• 32% texted at high frequency levels and 

• 27% used internet at high frequency levels. 

• Risky levels of distracted crossing appear to be a growing safety issue



Sydney Distracted Walking Study (2019)

• 23,390 pedestrians observed over 36 hours in metropolitan Sydney, 
April/May 2019

• 35% using a mobile device or wearing headphones

• Correct crossing: 33% if using mobile device; 57% if not.

• Illegally crossings: 3.4% were using mobile device; 7.5% were not.
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Simulated Environments

• Pedestrians using mobile devices to access the internet or to text are 
more likely to be hit or nearly hit than those who are not distracted 
• (Stavrinos, Byington, & Schwebel, 2011; Schwebel, et al., 2012; Byington & 

Schwebel, 2013).

• Those distracted by a mobile device are more likely to walk when 
there is an oncoming car and stop when there is a stopped car, 
compared to those who are not distracted (Nasar, Hecht, & Wener, 2008)



news.com.au: 4 July 2019

• There have been renewed calls for the government to introduce a $200 on-
the-spot fine for people who cross the road while looking at their phone.

• The Pedestrian Council of Australia is pushing for the fine to be introduced, 
claiming using your phone while walking can be just as dangerous as a 
driver using their phone behind the wheel.

• The aim of the $200 fine is to deter pedestrians from doing things like 
listening to music or texting when crossing the road as it can have very 
serious consequences.

• Chairman of the Pedestrian Council of Australia, Harold Scruby, recently 
told 9 News that ideally the penalty would be introduced nationally and 
would be titled “cross road while distracted”



PCA 2012



NRMA “Look Up” Campaign 2019



NRMA “Look Up” Campaign 2019



NHTSA (2017)

• 3.2 percent of drivers on the road on any given day are talking on 
cellphones. 

• About 10 percent of fatal pedestrian crashes involve a distracted 
driver

https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812818
https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812700


NHTSA (2017)



NYDOT 2017: 3 Intersections Study



NHTSA: US  Pedestrian Fatalities: 2010- 2015



NHTSA October 2019: Pedestrian Fatalities



• over the past ten years there does not appear to have been 
a substantial increase in the number of pedestrian injuries 
resulting from collisions with cyclists

• the prevalence of injuries was small, especially when 
compared to injuries sustained by pedestrians from 
collisions with motor vehicles



NYDOT report: Aug 30 2019

• 2014 Vision Zero Action Plan: for 53% of pedestrian fatalities, dangerous driving 
choices such as speeding, inattention, and failure to yield are the main causes of 
the crash. 

• Use of a mobile device is just one of many forms of distraction that may occur 
while crossing the street (Zeller Jr., 2007). Pedestrians are distracted when 
walking across the street with children, daydreaming, or feeling stressed. 

• Distracted walking is a very minor contributor to pedestrian death and injury. 
Ultimately, interventions that lead to more responsible driving behaviour are the 
key to driving down urban fatalities



Where are pedestrians getting hit?
[California Highway Patrol Report, 2017]

• In Los Angeles, from 2009 to 2013, nearly two-thirds of pedestrian deaths 
and severe injuries occurred on just 6% of city streets, primarily arterials

• Pedestrians use the same arterial roads because “that’s where the stuff is,”. 
“That’s where the retail is. That’s where the bus routes are.”

• Many of these roads, which are designed for vehicle speeds of over 40 
mph, are hostile to pedestrians. They have sidewalks that abut the travel 
lanes with minimal separation and lack median islands or sufficient 
lighting.

• Thanks to congestion-sensing navigation apps, drivers increasingly use 
these arterial roads like highways, bisecting neighborhoods to shorten their 
commutes



Vehicle vs pedestrian at 100kph

• Speed is 27.78 metres per second

• with an average reaction time of 1.5 seconds, we travel almost 42 metres
before reacting. 

• Once we react we still have to bring the vehicle to a stop. In a modern car, this 
is shorter than the reaction time for speeds of around 70km/h or less.



Vehicle Safety Systems

• Forward collision warning (FCW)  
• an audible, visual and/or tactile warning that you must brake.

• Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) 
• incorporates the warning features of forward collision warning plus the ability to brake to 

either avoid or reduce the risk of an accident



Summary

• Pedestrian injury and death rates are rising

• Up to 35% of pedestrians crossing are distracted 

• Distracted pedestrians have higher injury rates than non-distracted

• Driver error is an important cause of pedestrian injury

• Education may improve pedestrian safety

• Vehicle technology works and needs to be mandated


